
Based on data from the pre-post measure as well as an 
examination of the worksheets completed by the participants 
during the session, the workshop did meet the objective of 
assisting teachers in acquiring the skill/knowledge needed to 
evaluate, modify, and write behavioral objectives for use in 
their English classes. The effective application of these 
skills should help to assure that students will have greater 
opportunities to attain the broad, humanistic goals of English. 
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THE ANTICIPATED ROLE OF ENGLISH EDUCATION 
IN A TECHNOLOGICAL WORLD 
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We are living in the Soace Age, the Nuclear Age, the 
Technological Age; we do not know exactly what to call the 
present time. It is said that science has determined the 
age of the world? That is only a rumor; even it does not 
know, though it would like to make us think that this is the 
Age of Scien~e. And many are wtlling to accept its word and 
to look for nothing more; after all, through science we can 
satisfy our pleasures. What concern should we have if we 
destroy the world, if it pleases us to do so? 

Examine the general school curriculum as it stands today. 
There has been a continuous expansion -- nay, explosion! --
of emphasis on mathematics and the sciences and, in another 
aspect of the educational structure, on the business and 
industrial-type courses. The school today is in almost every 
fiber and sinew -- even in its nerves! -- a product of the 
Twentieth Century, the Modern Age. Possibly it is too, too 
modern; in other words, may we call it too technological? 

But it is unusual to speak of too much technology in this 
age, when the cold and unwavering eye of the scientist is 
admired and when the scientist htmself is idolized. Science 
has become the new Oracle of Delphi, and the various branches 
of technology are the new gods. And what of appropriate 
heroes to emulate? Perhaps the child of today worships, more 
than the astronaut, the shining beetle-like machine from which 
he crawls. lf this is the case, then perhaps we should begin 
to consider the possibility of the next generation actually 
turning, through g radua 1 metamorphosis, in to machines. It 
may well be that man has reached the crossroads in evolution 
at which he is to shed his shell of humanity. 

The English language itself seems particularly tractable 
to a form that will just suit the anticipated new man, the 
man that is not man. With all the curious, intricate 
involutions of the language, the scientific-sounding functions 
(such as "diagramming sentences," an example which immediately 
come to mind), there is the chance, till now only unsatisfac
torily explored, of making the language a completely set and 
predictable machine. For what expresses so clearly what is 
meant as "F = ma," Newton's formula relating force to mass 
and acceleration? What force, indeed, this has! But what 
expresses Isaac Newton the man as well as" ... I seem to 
have been only like a boy playing on the seashore, and 
diverting myself in now and then finding a smoother pebble 
or a orettier shell than ordinary, whilst the great ocean of 
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truth lay all undiscovered before me"? This part of Newton 
seer~s to me as important as the other; let us not lose sight 
of it beneath the formulas, this side which shows how Isaac 

Newton felt in findino those formulas -- even of it betrays 
that he was a little human, and more than just a shrewd 
calculating machine. 

Do we even know, these days, what it means to be human? 
For example, have we any idea at all of what Shakespeare 
intended ~1hen he wrote of Brutus: "His life was gentle, and 
the elements/ So mixed in him that Nature might stand up,/ 
And say to all the world, this was a man!" And, again, have 
we any idea of the elements mixed in Ulysses, the wandering 
king, who, through the imagination of Tennyson, says: "Come, 
my fri2nds, / 'Tis not too late to seek a newer world./ Push 
off . . . I To sa i 1 beyond the sunset, and the baths / Of a 11 
the western stars, until I die." Is he not summoning us? 
Do we not hear his voice or see the aged king's silhouette 
etched against the fadlng twilight's grey, even across the 
sea of years that separate ourselves from him? He will wait 
for us till then. But would we know for whom to look? Would 
we recognize him today, that aged king? It is a question 
that probes my heart and makes it burn! Would we recognize 
him today? 

Or do the words of Alexander Pope have meaning for us 
today? Speak forth, Pope, from your honored pinnacle of 
fame -- you, who are honored now but unfortunately never read: 
"Know then thyself, presume not God to scan;/ The proper 
study of mankind is man." Yes, you are right, Pope. But 
where are we to find ourselves? What better place than in 
literature? What better time to look than during that 
swirling, tumultous period of transition, adolescence, whtn 
the basic question is one of evaluating the self? And, too, 
might not the daring figure of Ulysses, the noble and thought
ful poise of Brutus, and even the harsh, outspoken stubborn
ness of Satan as Milton sketches him record ourselves as we 
might like to be! Does it not show man as he should be? 

"I teach you beyond Man. Man is something that shall 
be surpassed. What have you done to surpass him?" -
Nietzche. We have surpassed him in what we have written of 
him. Is that not the first step, Zarathustra, in reaching 
the superman: to wish for him? And must we not set him as a 
goal? Must we not know what superman -- shall be? Let not 
only the technologists define man; let the men of all ages, 
through what they have written to us, have a voice. 

And shall we let science get too firm a grasp on the 
subject material of the school curriculum? If we do, I fear 
that we shall lose the delicate side of human nature apart 
from the cold, fact-finding side; let us keeo in sight this 
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other side, which lives and breathes in literature: the side 
that can be moved to an immeasurable, pulsing joy by the 
odoriferous glory of the flower and even more so by the sight 
of the starry sky above, which cannot be had from within 
the claustrophobic lecture hall of the astronomer (refer to 
~la l t Hh i tman 's poem, 11~/hen I Heard the Lea med Astronomer") . 
This side of human nature is, I "feel," definitely worth 
nurturing; it is to be found where if not in literature? 

If we cannot "feel" beauty, if we lapse into a morbid 
senselessness of it which so grasps us that we cannot any 
longer look at the features of the universe and "feel" them 
and I suspect that many scientists today are out of this 
special kind of touch -- then it shall have been one of the 
greatest tragedies of any age. The English class of today 
faces the problem of keeping man human when it is so easy to 
lose him in the spider-web tangle of freeways, the smoke
obscured factories, and the offices in skyscrapers. I only 
hope that it is not too much to ask. 

It may well appear that I have been trying to tear 
science and technology to shreds. However, this has not been 
my purpose: it is only that I think we may have compensated 
too far in their direction for our own good; we are knee-deep 
in technologically caused problems, and the water is growing 
ever muddier and higher. Still, to borrow a flat-out 
optimist's phrase: "If it has gotten us this far in, it should 
be able to get us out." I believe that the technology that 
succeeded in putting men on the moon can accomplish just . 
about anything we want it to, provided we desire it sufficiently 
and are resolute enough. Landing on the moon was, after all, 
an emotional goal we set for ourselves, a goal set to show 
what we, in the guise of our technology, could do. Are some 
of the problems we have in our heads for future solution more 
hopeless in appearance than that one was? It is only that 
we need to write their solutions down as our goals and set 
to work. 

But why is it that the present generation is so frighten
ingly pessimistic when it has watched t~chnology deft!y ~urdle 
every obstacle presented before its path? I answer, 1 t 1s 
because technology has hurdled man, too, and dehumanized 
him. Man does not wish to be an automaton, after all! 
Therefore, let us augment. his aesthetic nature. 

As author of this essay, William Sheehan was the recipient 

of the Minneapolis Area Council of Teachers of English Schol

arship in 1972. 
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